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The story is told through a collection of different flashback vignettes which are brought to the attention of the player through the narrative. The story starts with War
remembering a previous life where he was pursuing his death-wish before being called back to earth. He has just been called back by his Arch-enemy Death in the

world of the Darksiders. Now he has to react. Darksiders 1, War's story, is told through little vignettes which might be represented by the different scenarios found in
the game. War remembers a past life where he is chasing his death wish before the game starts and is called back to live as he is called back to the world of the
Darksiders to stop his death-wish. War is now in this world and has to react to its various scenarios in order to understand more about the Darksiders and how to

stop his death-wish. Some of these vignettes will be represented by the different scenarios found in the game. I'm not gonna lie. While I was playing Darksiders, I got
this sense of "I'm in an awesome action game! Someone should draw me! Make the game just be about me running around and killing bad guys!" and so I did. This
doesn't necessarily bother me, but if you are looking for a vignette of Joe's horse, Ruin, you're shit outta luck. There's nothing in the game engine that says you can
have your character drawn in-game (or even in the art assets) so I had to draw it myself. It was a pain in the ass but I'm pretty proud of the thing. It's one big wall of
4-color comic that could have been drawn in the 80's with some extra color detail. Anyways, it's up there if anybody wants it. Just in case anybody's interested, any

of you who like pictures of me can add it to your profile.
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Darksiders 1 is a great showcase for the new Unreal engine that looks amazing on all platforms (PC, Xbox 360, and PS3). I believe that the game runs at a pretty
good framerate on the PS3, and it's a fairly consistent 60 FPS on the PC. Developer(s) Vigil Games Publisher(s) THQ Designer(s) Haydn Dalton (lead designer) Joe

Madureira (creative director) David Adams (lead developer) Composer(s) Cris Velasco Mike Reagan Scott Morton Series Darksiders Series Engine Havoc Aspect ratio
16:9 Native resolution 1280 x 720 HD (1920 x 1080 Full HD support) Version 1.1 Platform(s) Nintendo SwitchPlayStation 4, Xbox One, PC Another thing I love about

the series is that you can drop in and out of them freely. I have been watching the Nintendo Switch versions of Darksiders 3 and Darksiders Genesis and I see a more
playable experience with improvements to the frame-rate and overall visual fidelity. Looking at Darksiders Genesis specifically, I see not only some tearing but the

game seems to struggle with bigger cut-scenes and more texture pop-in. A lot of these issues are with the PlayStation 4 version. Darksiders 3 on the Nintendo Switch
is a bit more playable but still flawed. Developer(s) Vigil Games Publisher(s) THQ Designer(s) Haydn Dalton (lead designer) Joe Madureira (creative director) David
Adams (lead developer) Composer(s) Cris Velasco Mike Reagan Scott Morton Series Darksiders Series Engine Havoc Aspect ratio 16:9 Native resolution 1280 x 720

HD (1920 x 1080 Full HD support) Version 1. 5ec8ef588b
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